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features saluting the best by mindy kinsey announcing the winners of the 2012 best carving design contest 2012
woodcarver of the year by bob duncan honoring the flat plane carving pioneer for keeping a dying art alive gifts for
carvers a handy guide to popular gifts for the carvers on your list projects learn to carve low relief by chris pye
these progressively harder projects teach basic relief techniques creating a layered relief carving by wayne culley
combine individually carved layers to add depth and dimension to your work unique bark houses in the round by rick
jensen new technique combines two pieces of bark to create freestanding carvings whittling lovespoons by david
western quick and easy project makes a meaningful gift for a loved one quick easy ark animals by tom hindes use one
technique to power carve an assortment of animals two by two creating a tricky troll by floyd rhadigan crafty
caricature hides a sinister surprise making a caricature amish man by don dearolf learn to carve this iconic figure
in 20 steps quick carve pumpkin house by tim jackson and dennis cabot simple steps turn a bark house into a festive
jack o lantern carving a caricature canine by lori dickie use a premade blank and simple cuts to carve this adorable
dog techniques carving a woman s eyes by ian norbury learn to carve these difficult but expressive features using a
carving arm by laverne sid sidler how and why to attach a project to a carving arm

Woodcarving Illustrated Issue 60 Fall 2012 2021-02-28
grounded in both theory and practice with implications for both this book is about children s perspectives on the
borders that society erects and their actual symbolic ideational and metaphorical movement across those borders based
on extensive ethnographic data on children of immigrants mostly from mexico central america and the philippines as
they interact with undergraduate students from diverse linguistic cultural and racial ethnic backgrounds in the
context of an urban play based after school program it probes how children navigate a multilingual space that
involves playing with language and literacy in a variety of forms immigrant children in transcultural spaces speaks
to critical social issues and debates about education immigration multilingualism and multiculturalism in an
historical moment in which borders are being built up torn down debated and recreated in both real and symbolic terms
raises questions about the values that drive educational practice and decision making and suggests alternatives to
the status quo at its heart it is a book about how love can serve as a driving force to connect people with each
other across all kinds of borders and to motivate children to engage powerfully with learning and life

Immigrant Children in Transcultural Spaces 2015-10-14
libraries today provide a wider variety of services collections and tools than at any time in the past this book
explores how reference librarianship is changing to continue to help users find information they need in this
shifting environment



Reimagining Reference in the 21st Century 2015
written for anyone in higher education who is responsible for submitting and running a grant funded project grant
seeking in higher education offers a hands on resource for developing and managing the grant process from start to
finish step by step the authors will help you to identify and sort through potential sponsors tap into campus support
that is already in place and prepare to write a targeted grant proposal that can generate results once you have
completed the research the book outlines the keys to writing a winning proposal including an effective proposal
narrative thorough budget and readable proposal package to give grant seekers an extra edge the book contains a
toolkit of tested materials these proven tools templates examples and cheat sheets are designed to help you approach
your project as a grants professional would grant seeking in higher education also spotlights the need for academic
leaders to create a campuswide culture that fosters efficient and effective grant seeking praise for grant seeking in
higher education this book realistically provides great advice on proposal development and grants management
additionally readers receive a bonus as the authors have included some very helpful tools and templates that have
assisted them in their grant endeavors gail vertz chief executive officer grant professionals association this book
is well researched especially with regard to issues of collaboration helpfully organized and chock full of practical
advice a must have for any research development professional s bookcase holly falk krzesinski founding president
national organization of research development professionals nordp

Grant Seeking in Higher Education 2012-07-13
a treasure trove of new poems by one of our most sought after poets poems that range from descriptions of the detroit
of her childhood to her current life on cape cod from deep appreciations of the natural world to elegies for lost
friends and relationships from a vision of her jewish heritage to a hard hitting take on today s political ironies in
her trademark style combining the sublime with the gritty marge piercy describes the night she was born the sky
burned red over detroit and sirens sharpened their knives the elms made tents of solace over grimy streets and alley
cats purred me to sleep she writes in graphic unflinching language about the poor banished now by politicians because
they are no longer real people like corporations there are elegies for her peer group of poets gone now whose work
she cherishes but from whom she cannot help but want more there are laments for the suicide of dolphins and for her
beloved cats as she remembers exactly how i loved each she continues to celebrate jewish holidays in compellingly
original ways and sings praises of her marriage and the small pleasures of daily life this is a stunning collection
that will please those who already know marge piercy s work and offer a splendid introduction to it for those who don
t

Made in Detroit 2015-03-31
as part of a randomized controlled trial study assessing the effect of district run voluntary summer programs this
second report in a series looks at how summer programs affected student performance in certain categories in fall
2013



Ready for Fall? Near-Term Effects of Voluntary Summer Learning Programs on
Low-Income Students' Learning Opportunities and Outcomes 2014-12-16
this book analyses the range of potential measures national quality assurance agencies may have to employ to deal
with the new issues caused by cross border higher education cbhe the expansion of cbhe raises quality problems which
are currently assessed differently depending on the countries concerned this has been exacerbated by the growth of
massive open online courses moocs which have developed very quickly and can be prone to rogue providers this book
considers the steps that have already been taken to ensure quality as well as those ahead it is important that the
swift growth of cbhe is not just seen as a means to increase the revenues of higher education institutions faced with
decreasing public funding but also as a means to keep educational standards high

Cross-Border Higher Education and Quality Assurance 2016-07-26
the rapid growth in online and virtual learning opportunities has created culturally diverse classes and corporate
training sessions instruction for these learning opportunities must adjust to meet participant needs online course
management concepts methodologies tools and applications is a comprehensive reference source for the latest scholarly
material on the trends techniques and management of online and distance learning environments and examines the
benefits and challenges of these developments highlighting a range of pertinent topics such as blended learning
social presence and educational online games this multi volume book is ideally designed for administrators developers
instructors staff technical support and students actively involved in teaching in online learning environments

Online Course Management: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
2018-03-02
crossing borders examines how translocal transnational and internal borders of various kinds distribute uneven
capabilities for moving dwelling and circulating the contributors offer nuanced understandings of the politics of
mobility across various kinds of borders and forms of cultural circulation showing how people experience and practice
crossing many different borders several chapters draw on interviews and ethnographic methods to analyze transnational
migration while others focus on material relations and cultural practices rather than the usual narrative of mobility
as a kind of freedom border crossing emerges here as an instrumental practice for building translocal livelihoods a
tactic for simply getting by and a material practice potentially generating new forms of future sociality ultimately
these diverse perspectives on crossing borders offer new ways to think about the mobility of political relations and
the politics of mobile relations in a world of growing circulation across borders but also flexible forms of re
bordering this book was originally published as a special issue of mobilities



Crossing Borders 2018-10-18
stem integration in k 12 education examines current efforts to connect the stem disciplines in k 12 education this
report identifies and characterizes existing approaches to integrated stem education both in formal and after and out
of school settings the report reviews the evidence for the impact of integrated approaches on various student
outcomes and it proposes a set of priority research questions to advance the understanding of integrated stem
education stem integration in k 12 education proposes a framework to provide a common perspective and vocabulary for
researchers practitioners and others to identify discuss and investigate specific integrated stem initiatives within
the k 12 education system of the united states stem integration in k 12 education makes recommendations for designers
of integrated stem experiences assessment developers and researchers to design and document effective integrated stem
education this report will help to further their work and improve the chances that some forms of integrated stem
education will make a positive difference in student learning and interest and other valued outcomes

Federal Register 2013-04
this second edition of a bestseller nutrition in public health principles policies and practice focuses on the role
of the federal government in determining nutrition policy and influencing practice beginning with an overview of
public health principles the book examines the application of nutritional policy to dietary guidance health promotion
and the practice of public health nutrition highlights of new coverage in the second edition legislation such as
healthy hunger free kids act of 2010 agricultural act of 2014 farm bill and proposals for the next farm bill
discussions of study designs the seed scale model for health promotion health disparities and health equity worksite
wellness let s move and other initiatives impact of the aca on menu labeling policies the ryan white hiv aids act and
legislation regarding breastfeeding examination of health disparities demographic trends and health literacy sexual
orientation gender identity and gender expression and the role of social media in tailored health communications 2010
dietary guidelines with analysis of potential upcoming changes in 2015 dietary guidelines healthy eating index 2010
myplate and harvard healthy eating plate best bones forever campaign text messaging for tailored health communication
and 4 day throw away study assessing the use of social media for education regarding food safety the book explores
the importance of nutrition as a component of the broad field of public health the authors review the principles of
public health nutrition examining nutritional epidemiology and programs that deal with health disparities weight
control challenges and the needs of special populations the text addresses the practice of public health nutrition
through tools for conducting a food and nutrition assessment of a community designing and carrying out a social
marketing campaign and developing large and small grant proposals nutrition in public health provides an integrated
view of nutrition needs and the policies and political mechanisms that affect the delivery of quality food and
nutrition services it gives students a thorough understanding of the federal government s role in determining
nutrition policy and influencing practice



STEM Integration in K-12 Education 2014-02-28
this is the first comprehensive volume to explore and engage with current trends in geographies of media research it
reviews how conceptualizations of mediated geographies have evolved followed by an examination of diverse media
contexts and locales the book illustrates key issues through the integration of theoretical and empirical case
studies and reflects on the future challenges and opportunities faced by scholars in this field the contributions by
an international team of experts in the field address theoretical perspectives on mediated geographies methodological
challenges and opportunities posed by geographies of media the role and significance of different media forms and
organizations in relation to socio spatial relations the dynamism of media in local global relations and in depth
case studies of mediated locales given the theoretical and methodological diversity of this book it will provide an
important reference for geographers and other interdisciplinary scholars working in cultural and media studies
researchers in environmental studies sociology visual anthropology new technologies and political science who seek to
understand and explore the interconnections of media space and place through the examples of specific practices and
settings

Nutrition in Public Health 2015-12-01
this book examines how the usa decided reluctantly at first to use the syrian kurds as a cheap proxy warrior against
isis and how this partnership evolved in the end into a not so cheap investment owing to its unforeseen geopolitical
implications

Mediated Geographies and Geographies of Media 2015-10-12
improving the use of evidence in teacher preparation is one of the greatest challenges and opportunities for our
field the chapters in this volume explore how data availability quality and use within and across preparation
programs shed light on the structures policies and practices associated with high quality teacher preparation chapter
authors take on critical questions about the connection between what takes place during teacher preparation and
subsequent outcomes for teachers and students which has remained a black box for too long despite a long history of
teacher preparation in the u s and a considerable investment in preservice and in service training much is still to
be learned about how pre service preparation impacts teacher effectiveness a strong empirical basis that informs how
specific aspects of and approaches to teacher preparation relate to outcomes for graduates and their prek 12 student
outcomes will provide a foundation for improved teaching and learning our book responds to stakeholders collective
responsibility to students and teachers to act more deliberately issues of data availability and quality the uses of
data for improvement priorities for future research and opportunities to promote evidence use in teacher preparation
are discussed throughout the volume to inspire collective action to push the field towards more use of evidence
chapters present research that uses a variety of research designs methodologies and data sources to explore important
questions about the relationship between teacher preparation inputs and outcomes



Innovative Mitigation of Solar Energy Impacts on Desert Tortoises 2015
ultimately the authors recommend that states create new ways of helping colleges with many at risk students define
performance indicators and measures better tailored to institutional missions and improve the capacity of colleges to
engage in organizational learning

City of Chicago V. Prologis 2008
as information technology continues to evolve as a key strategic enabler many establishments feel the need to think
more holistically about how it can support corporate sustainability efforts this book aims to recognize these efforts
and best practices in numerous business settings sustainability is expensive and requires collaboration between many
different areas of the business the solution to the growing burden of carbon emission lies within the technology
innovation as continued advancements in processes make businesses lean and smart the multidisciplinary approach the
book uses will be appreciated by students academics and researchers in information technology management corporate
and sustainability champions print edition not for sale in south asia india sri lanka nepal bangladesh pakistan and
bhutan

Proxy Warfare on the Cheap 2023-03-15
movement dispersal and migration on land in the air and in water are pervading features of animal life they are
performed by a huge variety of organisms from the smallest protozoans to the largest whales and can extend over
widely different distance scales from the microscopic to global integrating the study of movement dispersal and
migration is crucial for a detailed understanding of the spatial scale of adaptation and for analysing the
consequences of landscape and climate change as well as of invasive species this novel book adopts a broad cross
taxonomic approach to animal movement across both temporal and spatial scales addressing how and why animals move and
in what ways they differ in their locomotion and navigation performance written by an integrated team of leading
researchers the book synthesizes our current knowledge of the genetics of movement including gene flow and local
adaptations whilst providing a future perspective on how patterns of animal migration may change over time together
with their potential evolutionary consequences novel technologies for tracking the movement of organisms across
scales are also discussed ranging from satellite devices for tracking global migrations to nanotechnology that can
follow animals only a millimetre in size animal movement across scales is particularly suitable for graduate level
students taking courses in spatial animal ecology animal migration and movement ecology as well as providing a source
of fresh ideas and opinions for those already active within the field it will also be of interest and use to a
broader audience of professional biologists interested in animal movements and migrations



Linking Teacher Preparation Program Design and Implementation to Outcomes for
Teachers and Students 2020-02-01
television s community follows the shenanigans of a diverse group of traditional and nontraditional community college
students jeff winger a former lawyer britta perry a feminist abed nadir a pop culture enthusiast shirley bennett a
mother troy barnes a former jock annie edison a naive overachiever and pierce hawthorne an old fashioned elderly man
there are also benjamin chang the maniacal spanish teacher and craig pelton the eccentric dean of greendale community
college along with well known guest stars who play troublemaking students nutty professors and frightening
administrators this collection of fresh essays familiarizes readers not only with particular characters and popular
episodes but behind the scenes aspects such as screenwriting and production techniques the essayists explore
narrative theme hyperreality masculinity feminism color blindness civic discourse pastiche intertextuality media
consciousness how community is influenced by other shows and films and how fans have contributed to the show

Performance Funding for Higher Education 2016-10-04
weerts cynthia a wells letha zook william t luckey president lindsey wilson college

Sustainable Business and IT 2023-06-09
contains analyses that are designed to highlight specified subject areas or provide other significant presentations
of budget data that place the budget in perspective this volume includes economic and accounting analyses information
on federal receipts and collections analyses of federal spending information on federal borrowing and debt baseline
or current service estimates and other technical presentations this volume also contains supplemental material on a
cd rom in the printed document with several detailed tables including tables showing the budget by agency and account
and by function subfunction and program

Animal Movement Across Scales 2014-08-21
this book analyses the success and adaptation of michael morpurgo s novel war horse to stage radio live events and
feature film in different cultures on tours and in translation in under a decade war horse has gone from obscure
children s novel to arguably one of the world s most recognisable theatrical brands thanks to innovative puppet
designs from south africa s handspring puppet company in an acclaimed stage production from the national theatre of
great britain with emphasis on embodied spectatorship collaborative meaning making and imaginative play this book
generates fresh insights into the enduring popularity of the franchise s eponymous protagonist joey offering the most
in depth study of war horse to date



A Sense of Community 2014-05-14
an update to financial and managerial accounting for school administrators superintendents school business
administrators and principals this book and cd include current best practices gasb pronouncements and web based
applications it will be useful to superintendents school business managers and principals

The Challenge of Independent Colleges 2017-12
this book surveys fundamental current topics in these two areas of research emphasising the lively interaction
between them volume 2 focuses on the most recent research

Budget of the United States Government, Analytical Perspective: Fy 2014
2013-04-10
focuses entirely on demystifying the field and subject of icme and provides step by step guidance on its industrial
application via case studies this highly anticipated follow up to mark f horstemeyer s pedagogical book on integrated
computational materials engineering icme concepts includes engineering practice case studies related to the analysis
design and use of structural metal alloys a welcome supplement to the first book which includes the theory and
methods required for teaching the subject in the classroom integrated computational materials engineering icme for
metals concepts and case studies focuses on engineering applications that have occurred in industries demonstrating
the icme methodologies and aims to catalyze industrial diffusion of icme technologies throughout the world the recent
confluence of smaller desktop computers with enhanced computing power coupled with the emergence of physically based
material models has created the clear trend for modeling and simulation in product design which helped create a need
to integrate more knowledge into materials processing and product performance integrated computational materials
engineering icme for metals case studies educates those seeking that knowledge with chapters covering body centered
cubic materials designing an interatomic potential for fe c alloys phase field crystal modeling simulating
dislocation plasticity in bcc metals by integrating fundamental concepts with macroscale models steel powder metal
modeling hexagonal close packed materials multiscale modeling of pure nickel predicting constitutive equations for
materials design and more presents case studies that connect modeling and simulation for different materials
processing methods for metal alloys demonstrates several practical engineering problems to encourage industry to
employ icme ideas introduces a new simulation based design paradigm provides web access to microstructure sensitive
models and experimental database integrated computational materials engineering icme for metals case studies is a
must have book for researchers and industry professionals aiming to comprehend and employ icme in the design and
development of new materials



Adapting War Horse 2016-05-09
this book dives into student development theory unpacking key foundational and emergent theories of college student
development while providing contemporary examples and application helping aspiring higher education and student
affairs practitioners grasp and use theories holistically this important text brings to life theoretical knowledge to
enhance the development and learning of college and university students showcasing a diversity of programs practices
and services across a variety of institutional types applying student development theories holistically demonstrates
how professionals are intertwining the science of theory with the art of practice in multidimensional holistic ways

in, side - throughtout 2012
this book aims at gauging whether the nature of us foreign policy decision making has changed after the cold war as
radically as a large body of literature seems to suggest and develops a new framework to interpret presidential
decision making in foreign policy it locates the study of risk in us foreign policy in a wider intellectual landscape
that draws on contemporary debates in historiography international relations and presidential studies based on
developments in the health and environment literature the book identifies the president as the ultimate risk manager
demonstrating how a president is called to perform a delicate balancing act between risks on the domestic political
side and risks on the strategic international side every decision represents a risk vs risk trade off in which the
management of one target risk leads to the development countervailing risks the book applies this framework to the
study three major crises in us foreign policy the cuban missile crisis the seizure of the us embassy in tehran in
1979 and the massacre at srebrenica in 1995 each case study results from substantial archival research and over
twenty interviews with policymakers and academics including former president jimmy carter and former senator bob dole
this book is ideal for postgraduate researchers and academics in us foreign policy foreign policy decision making and
the us presidency as well as departments and institutes dealing with the study of risk in the social sciences the
case studies will also be of great use to undergraduate students

Financial Accounting for School Administrators 2015-11-19
in a diverse society the ability to cross communication barriers is critical to the success of any individual
personally professionally and academically with the constant acceleration of course programs and technology educators
are continually being challenged to develop and implement creative methods for engaging english speaking and non
english speaking learners computer assisted language learning concepts methodologies tools and applications is a
vital reference source that examines the relationship between language education and technology and the potential for
curriculum enhancements through the use of mobile technologies flipped instruction and language learning software
this multi volume book is geared toward educators researchers academics linguists and upper level students seeking
relevant research on the improvement of language education through the use of technology



Commutative Algebra and Noncommutative Algebraic Geometry 2018-02-23
despite the declaration that we are living in a post racial america multiple recent events in which black lives were
prematurely ended have sparked a racial reckoning within the united states historically black colleges and
universities hbcus are institutions with a long history of addressing racial disparities and injustices whose
relevance is being recognized in light of these recent events it is essential to give voice to those who represent
the ongoing challenges aspirations and impact of hbcus in the 21st century in upholding their collective mission to
educate students of color who were historically excluded from institutions of higher education contributions of
historically black colleges and universities in the 21st century focuses on the role of hbcus in contemporary
american society as diverse and inclusive environments that continue to positively impact historically excluded
students the voices of faculty students and administration are included to highlight the innovations and
contributions of hbcus in the areas of scholarship teaching and service covering topics such as blaq lives matter
community activism and self advocacy this premier reference source is a valuable resource for sociologists higher
education administration graduate programs faculty and administrators at hbcus students and educators of higher
education libraries government officials activists non profit organizations researchers and academicians

Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME) for Metals 2018-10-12
gateway courses college credit bearing and or developmental education courses that enroll large numbers of students
and have high rates of ds fs withdrawals and incompletes are a ubiquitous part of the undergraduate experience in the
united states as long as there have been u s colleges and universities there have been entry courses that pose
difficulties for students courses that have served more as weeding out rather than gearing up experiences for
undergraduates this volume makes the case that the weed out dynamic is no longer acceptable if it ever was
contemporary postsecondary education is characterized by vastly expanded access for historically underserved
populations of students and this new level of access is coupled with increased scrutiny of retention and graduation
outcomes chapters in this volume define and explore issues in gateway courses and provide various examples of how to
improve teaching learning and outcomes in these foundational components of the undergraduate experience back cover

Applying Student Development Theories Holistically 2016-05-20
esl readers and writers in higher education describes the challenges esl students in u s postsecondary institutions
face when studying in a second language and offers suggestions for how teachers advisors tutors and institutions
might provide support that meets the reading and writing needs of this very important student population because the
esl profession as a whole including what professionals are doing in the classroom sits under the umbrella of an
institutional response to a language related challenge some solutions aimed at helping students achieve optimal
proficiency lie outside of the classroom as such this book is based on the assertion that language development
support is not the sole responsibility of language teachers everyone on campuses that hosts esl students bears some
responsibility for these students language development chapters are therefore intentionally adapted to appeal to a



wide variety of readers from classroom teachers and teachers in training to admissions officers academic advisors and
international student advisors

Risk and Presidential Decision-making 2019-01-04
the association of southeast asian institutions of higher learning asaihl has been playing an important role in
educational development to promote innovative teaching research and cooperation among institutions of higher learning
build bright university bbu cambodia had organized the 2015 asaihl international conference during 2 4 december at
siem reap the main theme of the conference was educational access and excellence the conference covered three sub
themes namely i cross border higher education in global context ii excellence in education through provision of
technology effective teaching and research and iii student learning outcomes delegates from france uk japan singapore
hong kong india thailand malaysia philippines vietnam taiwan east timor cambodia and others had participated in the
conference

Computer-Assisted Language Learning: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications 2022-06-24
this book constitutes the proceedings of the 13th international conference on smart homes and health telematics icost
2015 held in geneva switzerland in june 2015 the 20 full papers and 16 short contributions included in this volume
were carefully reviewed and selected from 45 submissions they were organized in topical sections named design and
usability assistive and sentient environments human behavior and activities monitoring and health it and supportive
technology the book also contains 3 invited talks

Contributions of Historically Black Colleges and Universities in the 21st
Century 2018-01-24
this textbook offers an accessible introduction to the historical technical and strategic context of cyber conflict
the international relations policy doctrine strategy and operational issues associated with computer network attack
computer network exploitation and computer network defense are collectively referred to as cyber warfare this new
textbook provides students with a comprehensive perspective on the technical strategic and policy issues associated
with cyber conflict as well as an introduction to key state and non state actors specifically the book provides a
comprehensive overview of these key issue areas the historical emergence and evolution of cyber warfare including the
basic characteristics and methods of computer network attack exploitation and defense a theoretical set of
perspectives on conflict in the digital age from the point of view of international relations ir and the security
studies field the current national perspectives policies doctrines and strategies relevant to cyber warfare and an
examination of key challenges in international law norm development and the potential impact of cyber warfare on
future international conflicts this book will be of much interest to students of cyber conflict and other forms of



digital warfare security studies strategic studies defense policy and most broadly international relations

Improving Teaching, Learning, Equity, and Success in Gateway Courses
2015-06-12

ESL Readers and Writers in Higher Education 2005

京都大学学術情報メディアセンタ- 広報 2018-01-30

Educational Access and Excellence 2015-05-29

Inclusive Smart Cities and e-Health 2018-12-07

Understanding Cyber Warfare 2016

Measuring and Evaluating Rare Plant Demography in the California Deserts
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